
/ 	— 
/Manchester's book, 

lie 	 Control of Hoover? 

Books reviews, etc, where FBI has them and "research" on them filed 

In 105.82555, Section 8? (second digit eliminated in xeroxing by FBI) with Serials 

beginning 55 - - there are two M.A.jones to Mr. Wick Memos relating to William Manchester's 
"The Death of a President," dated 3/24 and 28/67. These are Not Recorded Serials. The 
stamp on the side indicating where the originals are filed is illegible. (It could be 
the 62-109060 file) "PCS* wrote both memos. Clearly both were intended for Hoover, who 
added an illegible note to the second. 

I am reminded by the recent letter of Joe Schott, the former SA who wrote the book 
"No Left Turns: that what he called The Palace Guard had begun to move in on Hoover and 
take over by this time: 

If the memo and Attachment of "Details" had been written to feed the aging Hoover's 
dislikes, peeves and hates it could not have more perfectly done so. 

Manchester's book is of incredible inaccuracy, a sick ego induleence.and a work of 

political ill will toward all not of his concept of the Camelot mind. There is no defense 
of the book itself possible, hardly any reasonable one can be made for the concept that 
brought it about, but the FBI's interest was limited to the most trivial nonsense about 
it, ouches whether Hoover bad sent RIK a note of condolences, the disciplining of the 
agents who were disciplined. 

It also refers to Machester's report that the FBI Report ordered by LW. CD1, 
was leaked to a news mas4ine. Tolson's note on a different copy,-Wasking 
"What do we know about this?ted to the second memo. The lies in it, while subject to 
other interpretdion, are, I think, a fairly clear indication that others were mani-
pulating Hoover by controlling what he knew and what misinformation reached him. 

The alternative is that Hoover knew better and demanded the creation of all these 
false records, many other than the one cited. 

This one states that "1 review of our files reflects that the Bureau's first report 
was completed an December 9, 1963." Even technically this can't be true, meaning that 
even the reproduction and Muting should have been completed before then because that 
is the day that, through channels, it reached the Cemmiesion. The channel was to Kat-
senbach to the "ate House to the Commission 4 In addition, the writing, quite obviously, 
had to have been competed earlier for the entire five volumes to have been completed 
and bound by then. The actuality is that despite the next quieted lie the FBI had the 
work well in band and had leaked, with the first leak I recall published four days 
earlier, 12/5/63. the next lie referred to is that "The FBI did not leak the results 
of its investikation and did everything it could to maintain the sdourity of its 
reports." The FBI did do the leaking, through the DeLoach/Bishop function to my know-
ledge, which comes from one of the benficiaries of the leaking. Meanwhile, De 
Leach was writing selffterving memos that would tend to blame others for his leakings. 
whis cites one he wrote to Retzenbach. 

There should be other relevant records, like the raw material of the "research" 
and they would not likely be is the 105 or 62 files. More likely are those of the 
division and/or 94, perhaps 80, where no searches were made. 
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ECT: "THE DEA'fli OF A PRESIDENT"  

I 	 BY WILLIAM MANCHESTER 

SYNOPSIS  L 

The New York Office has obtained from Harper & 

Row an advance copy of captioned book which will be officially released 

April 7th. Book is lengthy (647 pages of text; 710 pages total). 

Contains appendices, chronology of events for period November 20-25, 

1e63, source materials utilized by Manchester, identities or persons 

interviewed by author, maps and index. Key portions of book 

previously serialized in Look Magazine. Book deals with events 

surrounding assassination of President Kennedy; not subsequent 

investigation. Reflects tremendous amount of work and compilation 

i

by Manchester. FBI mentioned frequently, but does not play prominent 

role in narrative. Major comments about FBI previously publicized 

in Look series. For example, the comment that the Director did not 

send Attorney General Robert Kennedy a letter of condolence and that 

the Director's attitude was one of "no compassion;"  a so-called favorite 

joke of President Kennedy in which Kennedy would state that the three 

most overrated things in the world were the State of Texas, the FBI and 

whatever else came to mind; that President Johnson applied a -prod to 

• the FBI to get the Dallas investigation underway; that Johnson showed 

' ■ Ted Sorenson an FBI memo that the rulers of an unfriendly power had 

1 ";;been hoping for Kennedy's death. The memo was too vague for serious 

consideration and Sorenson allegedly commented that it was "meaningless."  

'(The Director did send Mr. Robert Kennedy a letter of condolence. In 

, this connection Mr. Hoover has commented, "Manchester is a liar,  
put it is obvious he was fed this by RFK. "  In reference to the Sorenson 

incident, no such FBI memo could be identified by the Bureau). In 	.• 

evaluating the assassination, Ma.nchesty comments that Lae Harvey 
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M. A. Jones to Vitie- rierrio 
"The Death of a :resident" 

Oswald's visit to flussia and subsequent behavior had brought him 
"under the active surveillance of the Federal Bureau of Investigation." 
Manchester adds that "one might have assumed that the seventy-five 
man FBI office in Dallas would have relayed word of his presence to 
the five-man Secret Service office there. Nothing of this sort 
happened." Manchester speculates on all the factors involved: 

"Conceivably the FBI and the Secret Service did do all that could 
have been done... Perhaps the blow could not have been averted. 

. Perhaps it was hindsight to suggest otherwise." Toward the end 
of the book, Manchester. comments that "the Secret Service had 
failed." Investigations of the assassination had begun but "the first 
steps were disquieting. The Fzi assigned fifty agents to a crash study, 

wfo.e a skimpy report which dismissed thorny questions with the 

	

›, 7. recurrent phrase 'There is no evidence' - and then leaked the reI)ort 

 • 	to a news magazine. The episode was a dismaying example of how 

 • I, threatenea bureaucracies, turning a blind eye to the national interest, 

•• ,' rise in defense of themselves." In general, Manchester approves of 

c f  Warren Commission.report, but has some reservations. "Although the 

conduct of the Secret Service, the FBI, and the Dallas police was found 

it! to have been less than admirable, they were handled gingerly, and 
corrective suggestions lacked clarity and force. Their subsequent fate 

was disheartening. J. Edgar Hoover, furious that his bureau should be 

1,1 criticized at all, protested so vehemently that the public overlooked the 

; reports harsher censure of the Secret Service (which wisely laid low)* 

by the time the Director had finished c:iscipli:tnglit Dallas agents, 
including the unfortunate Hosty, a great many newspaper readers had 
forgotten which agency had really been accountable for John Kennedy's 

asafety." Relative to security of notables walking from Wh a House to 

• St:, Matthew's Cathedral, Manchester mentions arva[pe " warning 
ni vs  et 

the
f  from m 

march,  
the  	h  FBI that t 

warning
the   "D "Director" 

angered
'  weaasr  "concerned" oon

, Shriven  
eov:• awnhdo  "advised 

portedly stated that all were concerned and one didn't have to be 
I 1Dire.ctor of FBI to know the march would be dangerous. "It's a ploy, 

i
t 

j so that if anybody gets shot the Director can say, 'I told you so.' 

'It'd be a different story if he'd turned up hard proof that some famous 
:gangster had taken an apartment on Connecticut Avenue, or if the 

;Vbe§t agent in the OCPU had checked in at V/ashington National. Then 
Ild'have to do a double-take. But this is just a self-serving device." 

1,The Director, in an exchange of letters with Manchester in February, 
• 
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M. A. Joncs to ‘1,/,„, memo 
117.: "The Death of a Presicient" 

1 

 

1067, relative to the series in Look Magazine, commented that 
Manchester's "lack of. research and irresponsible reporting in this 

i i  instance (re:erring to comments on alleged failure to send note of 
I condolence) are most disgusting." Over-all, book is long, full of 

many surmises and items of gossip, and is critical of Bureau in 
( some instances. 

R2COMMENDATION: 

For information. 
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M. A. Jones to W memo 
RE: "The Deat! of a President" 

DETAILS 

• BACKGROUND: 

The Bureau has received through the New York Office 
an advance copy of William Manchester's book, "The Death of A 
President," which is to be published April 7, 1967. This book, which 
has been highly publicized, deals with the period of President Xennedy's 
assassination, November 20-November 25, 1963. Excerpts were 
previously published in Look Magazine. It is an extremely lengthy book 
(647 pages). It contains an Appendix, a list of source materials, .maps 
pertaining to routes in Dallas and Washington and a diagram of the 
Presidential plane and an Index. . 

Mr. Hoover and the FBI are frequently mentioned. ' The 
major listings are Deing set forth below: 	• 

p. 32-33  

Manchester speculates about Lee Harvey Oswald. Oswald's 
ravings stamp him as an "incoherent hater, nothing more. Looking for 
doctrine in them is like looking for bone in a polyp. Yet he had tried to 
defect, and both hiS conduct in Russia and his bizarre behavior after his 
ireturn brought him under the active surveillance of the Federal Bureau 
.;of, Investigation. Inasmuch as the Bureau's handbook charged agents to 
'be on the alert for information 'indicating the possibility of an attempt 
-against the person or safety of the President,' one might have assumed that 
it )'f) seventy-five man FBI office in Dallas would have relayed word of his 

psence to the five-man Secret Service office there. Nothing of 'the sort 
happened. His file was in the hands of FBI Agent James P. Hosty, Jr., 
a husky, thirty-five-year-old Notre Dame graduate and an outspoken 	• 
admirer of John F. Kennedy. Since November 4, 1933, Hosty had known 
that Oswald was employed as a laborer in the Texas School Book Depository 
at the corner of HouStOn and Elm Streets. This warehouse provided the 
deadliest sniper's roost on the Presidential motorcade route, because the 
motorcade was scheduled to first zig and then zag directly beneath its 

iwinclows. A gunman could size up the President's car as it 
approached the building from the front, wait until it pivoted sharply at 
his feet, and fire as it crept slowly out of the turn to his right. Hosty, 
however, didn't make the connection. He had received no official 
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• 
p. 1_05 

On Friday, November 22, 1963, after the Presidential 
plane had returned to Washington with the coffin, Mr. Johnson is in 
the White House. At '7:25 p.m., he called Mr. Hoover. "The Director • 
was home. Unaware that regular programs had been suspended, he 
had wailed until seven o'clock before turning his television on, thinking 
to catch NBC's lahtly newscast on Channel 4. He was watching a 
rerun of i'ennedy's October 22, 1962, missile speech and wondering 
whether this was the best Huntley and Brinkley could do when the phone 
.rang. His old neig:thor said he wanted a complete FBI report on the 
assassination. Depressing the receiver, Hoover called his office, 
ordering a special assistant and thirty agents to Dallas." 

p. <32  

Mention is made that an autopsy made at the Bethesda 
Naval Hospital: "...the metal from Oswald's bullet was turned over to 
the FBI." 	*. 

pp. 457-459 

A discussion of the Dallas situation relative to plans for 
convicting Oswald. Manchester comments that the publicity relative to 
Oswald and the so-called evidence possessed by law enforcement made 
responsible lawyers wince - that their comments to the press and 
television would make their legal case weak. In this connection, 

L. Manchester states: "...and when the FBI informed Chief Curry that 
4 handwriting experts had identified the calligraphy on Klein's 
Affierican Rifleman coupon as Oswald's,Curry revealed the details at 
rieTevised press conference. J. Edgar Hoover was furious. The 

• Director called Dallas and warned that there must be no further 
+discussion of FBI evidence in public. Curry admired Hoover and 
proudly displayed a signed photograph of him on his office wall." 

pt 472 472  

Mention is made that Johnson was extremely aggressiVe 
is t ordering things done. Manchester mentions the new President "fenced 
sharply with the soft-spoken but immovable Nick Katzenbach over whether 
the assassination should be investigated by a federal or state board of 
inquiry; he applied the Johnsonian prod to .1. Edgar Hoover, who by now 
was dispatching fleets of agents to Love Field...." 
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p. 431  

The Reesidant and Ted Sorenson confer. The President 
asked whether Sorenson felt any foreign government might be involved ' 
in the assassination, and Sorenson questioned, "Do you have any 
evidence?" "The answer was that there were no hard facts. Johnson 
showed 11;ni an 	mcnio advising him that the rulers of an unfriendly 
power had been hoping for Kennedy's death. The report was too hazy 
for serious consideration. There were no names or facts, and the. name 
of the FBI's informant was in code. 'Meaningless,' said Sorenson, 
handing it back. The President said nothing." 

2. 520  

Manchester says that in both Kennedy's assassinations and 
Oswald's murder "two vivid threads are evident: warnings or disaster 
had come from responsible sources, and peace officers, in weighing 
them, had miscalculated gravely." He then goes on to make the 
following mention of•the FBI: "Actually, the Dallas Police Department's 
original plan had been to move Oswald at ten o'clock Saturday evening, 

,,and J. Edgar Hoover, among others, had retired under the impression 
that it was being carried through. At 2:15 a. m. Sunday, Hoover's 
Dallas office began receiving anonymous telephone calls threatening 
the prisoner's life. The Dallas FBI urged a 3 a. m. transfer - in vain." 

I- 
	f. 528 

Manchester comments that after Oswald's murder by 
*tuby Just about everyone thought the assassination actually was a . 
conspiracy. "Indeed, the more a man knew about conspirators, the • 
firmer his conviction was. In the West Wing lobby a Secret Service 
-dent watched Ruby disappear and muttered tightly, 'That was the 

ssenger.' Independently of one another the (Secret) Service, the 
IA, and J. Edgar Hoover all assumed a previous link between Ruby 

•and Oswald" 

p. '660  

For the funeral at St. Matthew's Cathedral were large 
numbers of security men of all types"...there were squads of FBI 
agents and the pick of the CIA...." 
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pp. 574.-575 

The discussion here centers on the walk of the notables 

from the White House to.St. Matthew's Cathedral. A number of 

warnings of possible trouble were received - from the RCMP, the 

FBI and the CI L. "The RCMP had 'received information' that an 

unidentified French Canadian with an unidentified grievance was 

heading south to shoot General DeGaulle. The FBI was even vaguer: 

'The Director' was 'concerned' and 'advised against' the march. 

This was too much for Sargent Shriver. Once more the precise 

businessman was confronted by the gray custard of bureaucracy, and 

once more he recoiled, emitting sparks. 'That's just ridiculous,' 

he snapped. 'We're all concerned. You don't have to be the Director 

, of the FBI to know it's going to be dangerous - even the White House 

doorman knows that. Its a ploy, so that if anybody gets shot the 

!Director can say, 'I told you so.' it'd be a different story if he'd 

turned up hard proof that some famous gangster had taken an 	• 

apartment on Connecticut Avenue, or if the best agent in the OGPU 

had checked in at NsVshington National. Then I'd have to do a double-

take. But this is just a self-serving device.'" 

pp.  630-631 

Mrs. Kennedy is now leaving the White House and 

Manchester does some summarizing. He comments that the President 

pinned the Treasury's highest award on Rufe Youngblood, the Secret 

Service agent, while, at Mrs. Kennedy's insistence Secretary Dillon 

L also decorated Clint Hill of the Secret Service. He adds that these 

ceremonies left an undercurrent of dissatisfaction in much of official 

Washington. "The central fact was that the Secret Service had failed, 

and there was feeling that the first reaction ought to have been one of 

collective shame and not of pride in exceptional men - that the medals 

should have followed investigation of the failure. Investigations had 	• 

begun, of course, but here, too, the first steps were disquieting. The 

FBI assigned fifty agents to a crash study, wrote a skimpy report which 

dismiSsed thorcuy questions with the recurrent phrase 'There is. no 

I evidence' - and then leaked the report to a news magazine. The 	• 

episode was a dismaying example of how threatened bureaucracies 

turning a blind eye to the national interest, rise in defense of themselves." 
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In 1;encral, Manchester a::;.roves o: the Warren 
C0111111:SSi011 report. "The Commission had met its mandate. Oswald 
was correctly identified as the assassin; the absence of a cabal was 
est:1bl ishect." However, he has some reservations. "The treatment • 
of related questions was less satisfactory. This was especially true 
of the findings on PisesidentiLl protection. Although the conduct of 
the Secret Service, the FBI, and the Dallas police was found to have 

. beed less than acinirable, they were handled gingerly, and correctives 
suggestions lacked clarity and force. Their subsequent fate was 

. disheartening. J. Edgar Hoover, furious that his bureau should b3 
criticized at all, protested so vehemently that the public overlooked 
the report's harsher censure of the Secret Service (which wisely laid 
low); by the time the Director had finished disciplining his Dallas agents, 
including the unfortunate Hosty, a great many newspaper readers had 
forgotten which agency had really been accountable for John Kenneldyts 

,safety." 

In the source section of the book, Manchester mentions 
that he had interviex/s with the Director, Mr. DeLoach and Agent Hosty. 
File 62-111371 reflects that he talked to Mr. Hoover and Mr. DeLoach 
at the Bureau. On September 24, nu, (the date Manchester lists for 
interview with Hosty), he called the Dallas Office and asked to speak 
with Hosty, without previously identifying himself. Manchester asked 
several questions,- but Hosty said he was not in a position to answer.. 

OBSERVATIONS: 

Manchester's book is a massive compilation..of facts, 
surmises and suppositions. It is tremendously wordy. Already, even 
pefore publication, it is a controversial book and will probably continue 

be. Manchester makes snide and critical remarks about the FBI and 
bmetime reports information which is completely at variance With the 

liacts, such as the comment that Mr. Hoover did not send a letter of 
condolence to Mr. Robert Kennedy. In an exchange of letters with 
14.nchester in February, 1967, relative to Manchester's comments about 
this matter, Mr. Hoover stated: "Frankly, your lack of research and 
irresponsible reporting in this instance are most disgusting, and I 
have no alternative but to believe you have set forth a deliberate 
falsehood specifically designed to malign my reputation." The Look 
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serializtion earlier this year contained most of the coil:II-lents 

about the 	which have beca outlined above. Manchester is cuick 

to be critical and obviously lr.s interviewed more of the Kennedy 

than the Johnson people,_ inasmuch as the book was originally 

commissioned by the Kennedy family. 

The boo:: is being maintained in the Crime Research 

Section (in the Bureau library). 
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By memorandum dated March 24, 1967, the captioned f ., . ii 

book was reviewed in which it was pointed out that, among other 
things, Manchester had charged that immediately after President T'ennedy's4  

I
•  assassination the FBI had assigned fifty agents to a crash investigation,  

I wrote  a "skimpy report, "  and then "leaked the report to.a news magazine. 
'Relative to the "leak,"  Mr. Tolson has asked, "What about this?" 

A review of our files reflects that the Bureau's first 

report was completed on December 9, 1963. Through Deputy Attorney 

General Katzenbach,copies were sent to members of the Warren 

Commission, the Department of Justice and the Secret Service. In a 
memorandum froin Mr. DeLoach to Mr. Mohr on that date it was 

pointed out that the Bureau told Mr. Katzenbach that it was "charging 

him with the safety and handling of these reports inasmuch as we have 
discharged our duties, other than the continuing investigation."  
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SUiljECT: 	
VI) k. 	/ I 	 i r. "THE DEATH OF A PRESIDENT"  

BY WILLIAM MANCHESTER 

‘• 	
Manchester, in making his leak charge, is manufacturinz 

... 'a falsehood. This is consistent with the other snide and inaccurate 
' &remar.cs in 	book about the FBI. The FBI did not leak the results of 

its investigation and did everything it could to maintain the security of 
its reports. Of course, the press was full of all kinds of speculatiOn 

as to what the FBI was or was not finding in its investigation. 
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Manchester offers no proof of his allegation whickis just a wild state- 
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